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The Behavioral Economics Of Life Insurance Selling 

 
We like to think that we make rational decisions. We like to think we input the facts, our brain 

logically evaluates these facts, and a completely rational decision is the result. But that is rarely the case. 
The problem is after the facts are entered they come face-to-face with emotional elements that can alter 
the decision. Indeed, there are people that claim that decisions are completely emotional, but that’s not 
true either. The decision process has both rational and emotional elements. 

 
There’s an even bigger problem in the decision process. The facts must first pass through a series of 

illusions that often alter the way in which we perceive the data. These illusions, or cognitive biases, can 
so distort the data that a rational decision becomes impossible, and these distortions are often the reason 
why a life insurance sale does not occur. 

 
Standard sales training concentrates on the rational reasons why people buy. To its credit, the 

insurance industry realized early on that life insurance was also an emotional purchase and taught agents 
to incorporate both rational and emotional elements into their selling process. However, the fact filters, 
or cognitive biases, have never been discussed. What this paper is about is identifying some of these 
biases, the part they often play in stopping a life insurance purchase, and things the agents can do to 
eliminate the biases that get in the way of a sale.  

 
Framing is the basis for many biases. Think of the decision-making process as filming a movie and 

you are the director. You have a certain idea of how you want the movie to go. However, the actors keep 
trying to bring in stuff from other movies they’ve been in and it tends to screw up the flow of your 
movie. To make a successful movie you need to get them focused on this movie so that they stay within 
the frame of the camera.  What these next ideas are all about is directing the action of the life insurance 
buyer by framing the scene as a successful life insurance sale.   
 
 
Narrow Framing Works Against Life Insurance.  

Over 30 years ago Tversky and Kahneman asked a group of people to make a pair of decisions. In 
column one the people were to choose between A) a sure gain of $240, or B) a 25 percent chance to gain 
$1,000 and a 75 percent chance to gain nothing. In column two they were to choose between C) a sure 
loss of $750, or D) a 75 percent chance to lose $1,000 and a 25 percent chance to lose nothing. Two 
simultaneous decisions - what did they choose? 

 
Roughly 7 out of 8 people chose A and D – a sure gain of $240; a probable loss of $1000 but a 

possibility they might lose nothing. On the surface that might seem odd. After all, if you’re willing to 
accept the possibility of a larger loss why wouldn’t you also “roll the dice” for the chance at a larger 
gain? However, the majority of us don’t look at this as a pairing of decisions, but as two separate 
decisions. The first decision relates to gains and most of us tend to be risk-averse when we have a profit 
– an example is people often sell their winning stocks because “you’ll never go broke taking a profit. 
The second decision relates to loss and we tend to be risk seeking when we have a loss – not only do we 
hold onto our dodgy stocks but we might even “dollar-cost-average” and buy more shares. 
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Narrow Framing – Choose One Answer In Each

Would you prefer

Lose $750

25% chance to 
win $1000 and 

75% to get nothing A)     or     B)

And would you prefer

Win $240

75% chance to 
lose $1000 and 

25% to lose nothing 
C)     or     D)

Most people 
pick A & D

 
Buying life insurance works against the way we normally choose. Say you could buy a life insurance 

policy with a $240 premium and a $10,000 death benefit. The pair of decisions are now in column one 
choose between a) a sure gain of $240 (money we save if we don’t buy the life insurance) or B) a 1%  
chance to get $10,000 and a 99% chance to gain nothing. In column two chose between C) a loss of 

$240 spent on the premium if you don’t die or D) a 1% chance to lose $10,000 and a 99% chance to lose 
nothing. Our head is telling us to say not spend the $240 premium (A) because there’s a 99% percent the 

bad thing won’t happen (D). However, an insurance purchase requires us to accept (B) and (C).   

Narrow Framing – Choose One Answer In Each

Would you prefer (assumes $240 life insurance premium)

Lose $240

1% chance to win 
$10,000 and 99% 

to get nothing A)     or     B)

And would you prefer

Win $240

1% chance to lose 
$10,000 and 99% 

to lose nothing 
C)     or     D)

Life 
insurance 

forces 
people to 
pick B & C

 
This is a HUGE point. The life insurance frame is contrary to the way most people think because it 

requires us to seek out risk and pay an expense when everything seems like it is going well and we don’t 
feel the risk. This narrow framing goes far in explaining why life insurance is a hard sell because it is 
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180 degrees from the way 7 out of 8 of us would typically decide. How do you fix this problem? You 
need to change the framing. 

 
Change The Odds Framing 

People that are told that they have a terminal illness often become motivated life insurance buyers. A 
$240 premium on a $10,000 death benefit seems cheap if there’s a 99% chance of dying, but not so 
cheap when there’s a 99% chance of living. However, this frame can also be changed if the perception 
of the likelihood of death is changed even if the real odds haven’t. The perceived likelihood of dying 
increases if your best friend dies from a heart attack.. Although I once had a colleague that handed out 
business cards at funerals, another way to alter the perception of death odds might be to share obituary 
notices of people at the same age as the prospect. Telling prospects stories of similar people dropping 
dead can help to reset the frame. 

 
Change The Cost Framing 

$240 is a meaningful sum. One can think of several things one might do with it and paying for life 
insurance isn’t high on the list. However, $240 is roughly the cost of buying a large cafe latte each week 
at your local coffee house. Instead of talking about spending $240 ask the consumer whether they’d 
rather leave their dependents 50 cups of coffee or $10,000 because the cost is the same for both. 

 
Make A Comparative Frame 

Another way is to make framing comparative. Most financial decisions are not made in a vacuum, but 
are choices. Say the choice is framed as how $50,000 is best utilized; remaining in a CD paying 0.5% a 
year or placed in an annuity that pays 1.0% a year that is used to pay the premium on a $10,000 life 
insurance policy with a $240 premium. Now we have: In column one choose between a) a sure gain of 
$250 if we stay with the certificate of deposit or B) a sure gain of $260 and a 1% chance to get $10,260. 
In column two chose between C) a loss of $10 if you stay with the CD or D) a gain of $10 if you move 
to the annuity/life combo and a and a 1% chance to get $10,000.  

Narrow Framing – Change the frame: Annuity/Life

$50,000 CD @ 0.5% = $250   $50,000 Annuity @ 1% = $500 - $240 LI = $260 Net

Make $10 less
(CD)

1% chance to win 
$10,000 and 100% 

to get $260 A)     or     B)

And would you prefer

Win $250
(CD)

Make $10 more 
and 1% chance to 

win $10,000 
C)     or     D)

By combining 
an annuity 

sale with a life 
insurance sale 
people pick B 

& D
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The risky situation is now the CD where the person can lose from $10 up to $10,000 when compared 
to the annuity/life insurance. The reason this works is because although it is still a narrow frame, the 
odds within the frame have changed to favor the annuity/life choice.  

 
The way to destroy this effect (and possibly lose the sale) is to break the combo. The way this should 

be presented is “you net $250 with the CD or you net $260 with the annuity/life with the possibility of 
getting an extra $10,000.” If you present it as “the annuity pays $500 in interest, the life insurance 
premium is $240, so after paying for the life insurance you have $260 left” the individual once again 
sees the premium as a cost – this time against the annuity interest. This does not mean hiding the gross 
interest or the premium, it means emphasizing (making more vivid) the net benefit. 

 
Remove The Frame – The House Money Effect 

If we win $100 at the blackjack table we tend to be freer with spending this money than if we’d 
earned the $100 by mowing lawns. The reason is something called the house money effect and it causes 
us, for awhile, to not view the money as our own and because of that our normal framing pattern goes 
away. A person is more apt to part with “house money.” 

 
This is also a comparative sale where we could show an individual how the $250 in CD interest they 

were earning is now transformed into $500 in new interest from the annuity. We then suggest that part 
of this extra $250 in “extra interest” be used to buy life insurance that provides a potential benefit of 
$10,000. The house money effect causes the individual to perceive that there is no cost to them because 
they are still getting the interest they were getting and that the annuity carrier is essentially covering the 
cost of the life insurance premium. However, this must be done quickly – which means the annuity and 
life papers are presented and signed together – or else the old framing effect mentioned previously 
comes into play. 
 
Framing – Focus On Comparative Rewards 

Say a single pay life insurance premium of $100,000 produced an immediate death benefit of 
$212,000. If that $100,000 is currently setting in investments a comparison of how the $100,000 
performed may well make that life insurance benefit look pretty good. If that $100,000 is sitting in a 
bank CD that keeps paying 1% it would be worth $110,463 in 10 years – or $100,000 less than the life 
insurance benefit. In fact, the bank yield would need to average 7.8% – after tax – for the next 10 years 
simply to equal the instant benefit of the insurance for the heirs.  

 
Farming – Fear of Underwriting 

According to a 2012 LIMRA survey a quarter of consumers that don’t own individual life insurance 
policies say one of the reasons is the buying process was too difficult. For younger buyers accustomed to 
the instantaneous transactions on the internet the life insurance process may seem tedious. One solution 
might be to use carriers with high non-medical exam limits. I have discovered another reason why some 
people won’t buy life insurance is based on a fear of what the underwriting process might reveal. This 
fear becomes more relevant as the age of the buyer increases. 

 
Going though underwriting may force the buyer to confront health issues that they’d rather deny. It’s 

one thing to suspect you have a health condition that may shorten your life; it is another thing to have to 
deal with it. Another aspect of the underwriting process is your privacy is violated. You may let your 
doctor know your true weight but not want to share it with complete strangers. 

 
A way to deal with both these concerns is to frame this extra hassle as really being a discount from 

full price. It would be presented as “Yes, I can offer you life insurance that doesn’t require a physical or 
phone interview and it costs $800 a year. However, if you agree to volunteer some personal information 
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I might be able to get you a 25% discount off that regular price.” Basically, you’re presenting the extra 
hassle as the cost of the “coupon” that reduces the retail price. Not paying full price by redeeming the 
“underwriting coupon” makes them feel like smart shoppers. 

 
Present the hassle of underwriting as a receiving a discount for sharing personal information 

 
The typical solution is to find polices where you can avoid underwriting altogether or find very 

lenient insurers, but this often results in overpaying for insurance. However, if you can walk the buyer 
through the underwriting process, explain what underwriters look for, what is a deal breaker and what 
isn’t, and also explain how putting up with the process may allow the buyer to save money, you will get 
more people to submit an application. 
 
A Framing Story 

An agent friend of mine was referred a 39 year old man that had had open heart surgery two years 
before. He had 4 young daughters and wanted life insurance, but he wasn’t optimistic about being able 
to get some based on his medical history. My friend said the man seemed desperate about being able to 
provide some protection for his family. 

 
That very day my friend made calls to carriers. but initially it wasn’t promising. The first six carriers 

said they would decline the case. The agent made some more calls and found a carrier that would write 
the case with a Table 2 (higher than standard premium) rating, but they would issue it. The agent made 
some more calls and found a carrier that would issue a standard rated life insurance policy. Success! 

 
Excited by his find the agent called the prospect that evening and said, “Good news, I can get you life 

insurance and you’ll pay the standard premium.” My friend said there was perhaps 10 seconds of silence 
and then the prospect responded, “That’s good to know, I’ll get back to you if I decide to do anything.” 
The agent was puzzled by the response. He asked me, “How does someone go from being desperate to 
have life insurance to indifference when they’re told they can actually get it? Did I do something 
wrong?” My answer was yes.  

Initial Frame
My family is in danger, but

This won’t happen
No one will sell me insurance

Reframing
The solution was quick (so it must have been easy) 

“I can get you life insurance”
“you’ll pay the standard premium.”

End Frame
I can buy insurance at anytime

I’m not sure I need to buy it
Everyone will sell me insurance
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The framing point being used was the man felt he was uninsurable. He told the agent to go ahead and 
look believing he’d never solve the problem. He might have done this because he likes to jerk around 
agents, but a more likely answer is he thought of coverage as an unattainable goal and hadn’t gone far 
enough in his thinking to reflect on what he’d do if the goal was realized. 

 
The first thing my friend should have done was to make the prospect confront the possibility that the 

goal might be reached by saying something like “I’m not very optimistic about your chances, but what 
would you do if I found a carrier willing to sell you life insurance?” This would move the prospect’s 
anchoring point from “it won’t happen” to “it might happen” and cause the prospect to either decide he 
really didn’t want life insurance – and save the agent from making those calls – or decide he would buy 
life insurance  and essentially “pre-close” himself and mentally commit to making a purchase. Assuming 
the prospect told the agent he would buy life insurance if it was available the agent should have framed 
his answer differently. 

 
By opening with “I can get you life insurance” and calling back the same day the prospect’s mental 

anchor shifted from “Nobody will sell me life insurance” to “everyone will sell me life insurance 
because look how quickly he found a carrier”. The sense of urgency was lost. Here’s what the agent 
should have done. 

 
The agent should have waited two days before calling back. The prospect did not conclude that the 

reason the agent was able to get results so quickly is because he’s an expert in the industry and knows 
who to call and how to talk to underwriters. Unfortunately, people often do not equate quick results with 
expertise but with how easy the task must have been. By waiting two days the prospect believes the 
agent is spending many hours on this task making the results appear to be worth more. 

 
The agent also should have told about the difficulty of the search before presenting the good news by 

saying, “I called company V, they turned you down. I called company W, they turned you down. I called 
company X, they turned you down. I called company Y, they turned you down.” (Pause and wait for a 
response from the prospect, and then continue) “However, company Z said they might take you, but we 
need to get the process started in case this turns out to be a mirage.” 

Initial Frame
My family is in imminent danger

This won’t happen
No one will sell me insurance

Reframing
It took 3 days and a lot of work 

Company Z may take you if we apply today 
“If they accept you be happy you get to pay a premium.”

End Frame
My family is protected

I was lucky to get insurance
My agent is a miracle worker 

“I’m not very 
optimistic about 

your chances, but 
what would you do 
if I found a carrier 
willing to sell you 
life insurance?”
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By waiting two days and telling the prospect of the failures you’ve shown the prospect you worked 
hard and reinforced the “it won’t happen” anchor point. Now when you say you might have found a 
carrier that will take them he feels as if he was thrown a lifeline before going under for the last time, and 
by framing the lifeline as a surprise to the agent as well you’ve created urgency. 
 
Setting the stage for the next call: 
 

When you have a prospect that thinks something is impossible determine whether they would act if it 
was possible – if the prospect says he’d give you all his money if he could earn 3% interest, tell him 
that it might be impossible but if you could find it is he serious about making the move? 

 
When you offer the impossible show how difficult it was to find it – when the prospect mentioned 3% 

you immediately thought of that index annuity with the 3% cap or the other annuity with the 3% first 
year rate, but instead of bringing those up you told the prospect you’d do some digging and try to get 
back to him in 2 or 3 days. When you sit down again across the prospect you begin by naming many 
annuities you found that didn’t have a 3% rate, and only mention your solution last. 

 
It’s helps if there is real urgency, but it’s not essential – if the carrier is cutting the rate to 2% tomorrow 

then there is a specific reason to act today. However, even if a rate cut has not been announced it is 
helpful to review with the prospect what specifically has been happening to interest rates over the 
last few years and what happened to people that waited. 

 
What about my friend and his life insurance prospect? I gave him a couple suggestions on what to say 

to reignite the urgency and the prospect did apply for and was approved for the policy. 
 
 
Other Biases 

These first examples all had to do with decision-making biases caused by framing. There are many 
other biases that can also kill a sale. Let’s look at the bias and a way to deal with it. 

 
 

Over Confidence: Biased For Repeat Sales 
We tend to be over confident in our decision-making capabilities because we tend to remember only 

those decisions we were right on and block when we were wrong. Over confidence can cause one to 
make bad decisions, but it also pushes us to repeat previous right decisions. If you purchased a fixed 
annuity in the recent years the evidence suggests you made a right decision. Bank rates are laughable, 
bond prices may be near their tops, the stock market continues to be volatile, but the fixed rate or index 
annuity continues to chug along. The new rates may be lower, but they’re still higher when compared 
with other things.  

 
Today this bias works in the agent’s favor. This is a great time to revisit annuity buyers, the more 

dated the better, congratulate them on their past wisdom, and ask whether they’d like to do an encore 
with a something that can leave an even greater legacy with life insurance. 

 
 

Anchoring 
You’re sitting in your aisle seat and at scheduled departure time the pilot gets on the intercom and 

says, “Due to a ground traffic control issue our flight is delayed. We estimate we’ll depart in 40 
minutes.” You are less than thrilled and grouchily settle back in your seat After 30 minutes the pilot gets 
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back on the air and says “Well, we got clearance a little earlier than we thought, prepare for departure.” 
Compare your state of mind here with another situation: 

 
At departure time the pilot gets on the intercom and says, “We have a delay. We estimate we’ll depart 

in 10 more minutes.” You quietly wait while 10 minutes becomes 13, 15 and then you hear “We’ll 
depart in another 10 minutes.” And again 10 minutes passes goes to 12 goes to 15 before you hear 
“Prepare for departure.” In both cases the plane left 30 minutes late. The odds are you are much 
unhappier in the second situation than in the first and the reason is due to anchoring.    
 

We tend to anchor around the first number we hear when used with an unfamiliar topic. If the pilot 
says a 40 minute delay or a 10 minute delay we establish whatever number is said as a standard by 
which we’ll judge future action. The reality is both flights were delayed 30 minutes. However, due to 
our anchoring bias, in the first instance we feel as if we’re leaving 10 minutes early. In the second...let’s 
just say we don’t feel we left early. In addition, the first pilot gave a reason for the delay and the second 
one didn’t. As we become more familiar with an unfamiliar topic – we know now that flight delays can 
be caused by ground traffic control issues – we are more willing to accept problems along the way.  

 
Some insurance agents will present the lowest possible premium quote, especially if they know 

they’re in competition with someone, and they may win the initial sale on this basis. However, often the 
quote assumes a level of good health that the real life buyer doesn’t meet, or the assumptions on cash 
value growth are too optimistic, and the agent must return to the buyer with a higher price, having 
created a low price anchor in the client’s mind. The result can be the buyer backing out of the sale. 

 
It is better for the agent to use the approach of the first pilot by explaining “Mr./Ms. Consumer, you 

need to know that regardless of which insurance company you use the ultimate premium you wind up 
paying is largely dependent on the state of your health and the assumptions made about future policy 
returns. If you have some health issues and we use very conservative assumptions the premium might be 
as high as $250 a month, but if your health is good and we’re more optimistic the premium could be as 
low as $130 a month.” 

 
By establishing a “confidence interval” for the premium the consumer is less likely to not buy if the 

ultimate premium is higher than the initial one discussed 
 
As long as a competitor’s bid comes in over $130 the original agent will probably get the business. In 

addition, because the agent has explained how the premium price is determined, a low-ball bid from a 
competitor will now be viewed with suspicion. The agent has essentially given the client a “confidence 
interval” which means the anchor is $130 to $250. If the final premium turns out to be $180 a month the 
buyer is more likely to stick with the purchase because it is still less than $250. 

 
 

Anchoring comes into play in a different way if we are familiar with a topic. For example, let’s say 
you’re a frequent flier on this airline and your experience has been that this flight always leave 30 
minutes late. In this case, what the pilot says wouldn’t affect your anchoring position.  

 
The same anchoring holds true in the life insurance sales process. A consumer that owns life 

insurance, or has already been shopping around, may already have preconceived notions of what the 
premium should be and what assumptions should be used for future returns. The agent needs to 
determine whether the consumer has established anchors and whether these are realistic.  
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Law of Small Numbers/Correlation-Causality 

The media is great at using this bias. They’ll run a story about, say, a person that gave a dollar to a 
homeless person, bought a lottery ticket with their last dollar and then won $10,000 in the lottery. 
They’ll then search the archives and report a story from years earlier where a person gave a buck to a 
beggar and then won the lottery. The idea they are trying to convey is first, this happens a lot, and 
second, since two people gave to beggars and were then rewarded there must be cause-and-effect. 

 
The reality is there is no correlation between the two incidents and there is no causality, but people 

tend to believe in the “law of small numbers” humorously named because people tend to attach as much 
weight to a small data sample as a large one. 

 
The law of small numbers and a belief in causality can be used to improve the perceived value of life 

insurance. A reason for not buying insurance is not thinking you’ll need it – I’m not going to die in the 
near future. Building an “obituary book” showing obituaries of real people that died in their 30s, 40s, 
50s, 60s – whatever is near the age of the prospect – brings home the point that “yes, you too can die and 
thus you need life insurance”. 

 
 

Life Insurance As The Black Swan Killer  
Nassim Nicholas Taleb has written about Black Swans, which are unpredictable events causing a 

massive impact. For many the stock market crash of 2008 was a black swan. It caused people to doubt 
the mantra that diversification across correlating equity classes will protect you from risk and a 4% 
withdrawal rate will keep you from running out of money. The problem is often Wall Street’s idea of 
diversification is to invest in blue chips stocks such as General Motors and Lehman Brothers, and 
mortgage derivative bonds, and a 4% withdrawal strategy becomes an 8% depletion rate when ones 
portfolio loses half its value. 

 
Protecting Against The Black Swan Of Death 

That death will occur is a certainty, it is the timing that is unpredictable, and this is why we buy life 
insurance. Life insurance can also be used to provide the certainty of a bequest.  

 
Say the consumer has $1 million. I was able to find an immediate annuity that would pay an age 65 

man $70,000 a year for life in exchange for $1 million – a considerably higher income than the $40,000  
4%-of-a-million income strategy many Wall Street models suggest. But if you buy the immediate 
annuity what about leaving a bequest? Assuming the consumer wants to leave an estate, I was able to 
find carriers that would provide a $1 million death benefit for a lifetime premium of $30,000. Even after 
paying for the insurance there remains $40,000 in income. 

 
What about inflation? The immediate annuity payout I chose does not increase. However, there are 

things that can be done. The bequest could be reduced. Leaving a death benefit of $750,000 instead 
increases cash flow to $47,500 meaning you can either save some of the extra early income to offset 
inflation in later years, or use it to gamble on those high risk ventures that might pay off big. 

 
Wall Street refuses to acknowledge the possibility of black swans because it means all of their 

retirement models are ultimately flawed. Using annuities and life insurance guards against those market 
loss black swans that can ruin a retirement, but still leaves money for the retiree to possibly hit a bequest 
home run. 
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Objection Preemption 

The typical sales book talks about overcoming objections and often defines this as a battle between 
the salesperson’s powers of persuasion and the buyer’s reluctance to commit. However the “objection” 
may either be a request for more information – in which case nothing needs to be “overcome” – or a 
signal that the buyer has already decided not to buy. 

 
There are many times the consumer does not buy because the product does not help them achieve 

their goals. Rather than trying to “overcome” and sell the buyer something they do not want, the agent 
should move on to the next prospect. However, often the reason the consumer does not decide to buy is 
they simply do not feel they have the necessary facts to make a favorable decision. The consumer needs 
information that is relevant to them. This definitely does not mean the consumer needs to know 
everything the agent knows, but only those facts that are important for the consumer. By providing the 
needed information in a way that shows the consumer how the life insurance will help achieve their 
goals the agent preempts future objections. 

 
Preempting the objection – meaning to address the objection before it arises –  

may be the best solution. 
 
Preempting the objection is showing the consumer why the life insurance policy fits their goals in 

spite of the negative aspects of buying the insurance. It is creating a favorable decision-making 
framework that raises and answers the objections during, or even before, the presentation. It is the exact 
opposite of the agent waiting until “the close” to find out what information is missing, which is often too 
late because the consumer has already decided not to buy based on the information they have. This is 
how objection preemption works. 

 
Objection Preemption – The Process 

The traditional approach to selling is to give people reasons why they should buy, but it typically 
ignores the reasons why they won’t buy. The first step is to figure out why people don’t buy what you’re 
selling and this means remembering the objections that killed the sale – what did people tell you to 
justify not buying.  

 
1. Anticipate the objections (not why they should buy but why they don’t buy) - Life Insurance 

Objections: Don’t need it, Too expensive.  
 
In life insurance selling two common reasons given for not buying insurance is the consumer saying 

they don’t need the coverage or they can’t afford it. Those are legitimate reasons not to buy something. 
Let’s look at those objections separately. 

 
2. Come up with answers that make sense to the consumer - Why do you buy life insurance? To 

create a lump sum of money or a stream of income.  
 
Why does one buy life insurance? One doesn’t buy it for peace of mind or to provide for dependents. 

You buy life insurance to create cash, usually upon the insured’s death, and that cash creates peace of 
mind. Okay, why would you need money when someone dies? It might be to replace a pension ended by 
a death, pay estate taxes, or replace assets or other income that goes away upon a death. So the question 
to the consumer is not – do you want to buy life insurance, it is – will you lose any income if your spouse 
dies? The response to that question might be when the husband stops so does a $10,000 pension.  
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We’ve now identified a cash need, the question then becomes how to cope with the loss of the 
$10,000 income. Well, the widow could get a part-time job, or reduce her standard of living or replace 
the lost income. Let’s say the choice is to replace that lost income. How do we do that? 

 
Suppose the widow could buy an income annuity for $120,000 that would pay $10,000 for the rest of 

her life. That would solve the missing income problem. Now the question becomes how to come up with 
an extra $120,000. The couple could take $15,000 out of their savings, go to the casino, and bet it all on 
red thrice at the roulette wheel. Or, the husband could buy a life insurance policy that would provide a 
death benefit of $120,000 that would replace the $10,000 income that stops upon the husband’s death. 

 
We’ve now solved the first objection by helping the prospect discover that they do have a need for 

which life insurance is an excellent solution. Let’s move on to the second objection. 
 
The life insurance solution we’ve proposed requires an annual premium of $2000 and the prospect 

says they can’t afford it. Now the problem is to find $2,000 a year? 
 
$2000 is $167 a month. If the prospect dropped cable television and returned to using a roof antenna 

that alone might free up the needed funds, but let’s say they don’t want to cut expenses. Well, if they 
had $200,000 sitting in a bank certificate of deposit earning 0.5% and you found them an annuity paying 
1.5% the extra interest produced by the annuity would equal $2,000. Another idea would be to take 
$32,000 out of the CD and buy a life-only annuity that paid $2000 a year. This solution would cover the 
premium and current bank interest income only drops by $160 a year. 

 
3. Frame the objections and answer before the consumer asks – Create a preemptive message. 
 
Two common objections given for not buying life insurance are the consumer doesn’t need it and 

can’t afford it. The reason they become objections is often the sales presentation talks about everything 
but these points until near the end of the presentation giving the prospect time to think of why they 
won’t buy. If the agent brings up what might become possible objections very early in the sales process 
they can be handled before they become objections (because you haven’t given them something to 
object to). An agent could start the presentation by saying something like this... 

 
“Do you have any income that stops if (spouse) dies? How would you offset the loss of that income? 

Many people use life insurance to replace an income that goes away upon a death. Life insurance isn’t 
cheap but most folks prefer owning it to having their (spouse) spend retirement saying “thank you for 
shopping at Wal-Mart.” 

 
“Before we figure out what this might cost why don’t we see if you have any other assets that aren’t 

pulling their financial weight, because an adjustment may be all you need to protect that income and 
(spouse).”     

 
The opening line addresses a problem that life insurance can solve. If the answer to the first question 

is no, the follow-up question might be “do you think your estate will be over $x million” to see whether 
there might be an estate tax issue that life insurance could pay for. If you keep getting a “no” answer to 
problems that life insurance can solve then life insurance isn’t needed. 

 
After the need has been acknowledged the cost issue can be examined. A powerful line that can be 

used in finding the necessary premium is seeing whether “any other assets aren’t pulling their financial 
weight.” The aim here is to see if certain assets can be repositioned to pay the life insurance premium. 
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However, “pulling their financial weight” introduces an element of fairness into the equation by 
implying that some assets are freeloaders and it is these assets that can be used to pay for the insurance. 

 
Preemption is framing the situation so the objection never comes up in the first place  
 
An agent cannot preempt every objection by covering them during the presentation, but if the 

presentation opens with the main objections the agent has encountered in the past, by using proper 
framing the objections can usually be handled before they become firmly anchored, or the potential 
objection may be avoided by taking the presentation down another path. 

 
   

Summary 
This paper began talking about how framing affects decisions and ends with a discussion of objection 

preemption which is another type of framing. The ideas presented will not enable you to close every life 
insurance sale. There are situations where life insurance is not the correct solution for the consumer’s 
needs. However, these concepts will help you close more sales with consumers that have a legitimate 
need for insurance by enabling you to deal with the mental biases that often distort the decision-making 
process. 
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